Our
locations
Johnsons Workwear
Car Care Kit
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1. Aberdeen
2. Birmingham
3. Basingstoke
4. Brighton
5. Bristol
6. Exeter
7. Gateshead
8. Hadleigh
9. Hinckley
10. Hull
11. Lancaster
12. Leeds
13. Letchworth
14. Manchester
15. Perth
16. Preston (Head Office)
17. Treforest
18. Uttoxeter
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For new enquiries, contact 0800 592 254
or email jwinfo@jsg.com
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www.johnsonsworkwear.com

Protective
car care kit...

Steering wheel cover
Available in a selection of colours, our steering
wheel cover range is available in two options;
fully elasticated and elasticated steering wheel
covers. Both complement the care kit and offer
protection to the interior of the vehicle.
Available colours

Why invest in a car care kit?

Black

Grey

Navy

Blue

Red

Sizes
50cm stretched fit.
Fits majority of steering wheels.

Protect interiors
Covers preserve the quality interior 		
of your vehicle at all times

Reduce cost
A cost effective solution for your business to
replace the purchase of disposable items

Wing cover
Our car wing covers provide a protective barrier
between the delicate finish of the vehicle and the
oil and grime that may transfer over from clothes
and rags when undergoing work and servicing.

Eco-friendly alternative
An eco-friendly alternative to single use plastics,
generating less hazardous waste

Thermal disinfection

Industrial wipers

Constructed using cotton rich fabric, the covers
feature non-scratch rubber buttons with
reinforced eyelets. They adjust the wing cover to
contour most car engine bays from small city cars
to rugged 4x4 pickup trucks.

Our industrial launder process ensures items
are cleaned and free from infection

Keep your hands clean with 100% cotton industrial wipers
providing maximum strength, comfort and absorbency.

Available colours

If your business uses rags or cloths for cleaning oil and other
substances, make the hassle-free switch to industrial wipers
and let us help keep your business moving.

Reduce carbon footprint
Your overall carbon footprint can be reduced
with less waste collections required

Sizes
Width 38cm Length 36cm.

Seat cover
Elasticated wing
mirror loops

Our protective seat covers are constructed
using cotton rich fabric, promoting durability at
all times with the ability to absorb hazardous
substances. Available in a selection of colours,
our seat covers, along with other items in the
range, can be branded with your company logo.
Available colours

Black
Black

Grey

Navy

Blue

Grey

Navy

Sizes
Width 60cm Length 160cm.
Headrest Cover Depth 30cm.
Fits majority of driver seats.

Sizes
Fits majority of cars.
Rubber non-scratch
button ensures
easy adjustment

Blue

Red

